


Georgian designer Aka Nanitashvili was born in Tbilisi on March 19, 1978. After graduating from the Tbilisi State Academy of Arts, where 
she completed a bachelor’s degree in fashion design in 2000, Aka has been actively participating in various fashion projects, including a 
joint student exhibition “Akhalgazrdul” in 1995-1996. Along with other designers, she led a fashion house, K STUDIO, in 2001-2005. At 
the same time, she owned a clothing boutique, “Kapriz”.
Aka Nanitashvili debuted at the Tbilisi Fashion Week in 2008. Since then, she has become one of the most prolific and highly professional 
designers in Georgia. Starting from 2009, she has owned and run the AKA NANITA Fashion House. In addition to clothes, she also has a line 
of shoes.
In 2013, Aka took her collection to the Ukrainian and Kazakhstan fashion weeks, which became yet another successful step in her career, 
as both shows were highly appreciated by fashion critics and buyers alike.
For brand AKA NANITA year 2015 has started very fruitfully and successfully. AKA NANITA participated in the project Be Next in Paris and 
afterwards took part in MBFW RUSSIA, where the house of AKA NANITA presented its new F/W 2015 collection. The collection got the best 
reviews from fashion critics and fashion lovers.
The fall of 2015 also was very sated. Brand AKA NANITA had shows the 2016 spring-summer collection at first on ‘Tranoi’ in Paris, after 
on a fashion week in Kiev and in Moscow MBFWRUSSIA, and it has finished a set having shown in Tbilisi for fashion week MBFW. And again 
she has deserved the highest assessment from critics and fashion lovers.
Aka Nanitashvili is developing and creating exquisite items, which delight stylish people. Her brand is presented in various cities including 
Kiev, Almaty, Moscow and Batumi. Moreover, her range of clients is further growing now, as AKA NANITA has recently launched a baby line, 
MAIA.
AKA NANITA has opened online store, as online shopping has taken off internationally and AKA NANITA’s clients have opportunity to pur-
chase her designs from the convenience of their homes all over the world. 
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                                                     THANK YOU!

https://www.instagram.com/akananitastore/?hl=en

https://www.facebook.com/Fashion.House.Aka.Nanitashvili

http://akananita.com/en/


